K B (z, t) = K B4ί (z*(z), ί*(ί)) d(z) d(t)
and we say K B (z, t) is a relative (pseudoconformal) invariant. Furthermore (z,"z) .
In [1] and [10] respectively Bergman and Hδrmander have investigated the behavior of K(B; z) = K B (z, z) near a point Q e dB, the boundary of B, where B is strictly pseudoconvex at Q. In each case sufficient conditions were attained for K(B; z) to become infinite of order n + 1 at QedB (i.e., | z -Q \ n+1 K(B; z) remains between two 244 BRUCE L. CHALMERS positive finite bounds as z nears Q) in a certain "nontangential'' approach A. Both procedures use as "basic" domains the complex ndimensional hypersphere [\z\ < 1] whose kernel function is known and becomes infinite of order n + 1 at the boundary. We here introduce an extension of the notion of strictly pseudoconvex as follows: DEFINITION. Let B be a domain in C n . Suppose that there exists an analytic change of coordinates, one-to-one in a neighborhood η of Q edB, so that, with respect to the new (normal) coordinates, Q = 0 and, in a neighborhood of 0, B = [2x, > r? ( Since p is an arbitrary positive number, these theorems provide sufficient conditions for the kernel function to become infinite of any order r > 2. Setting p = 1 and q = n in Theorem A yields Hόrmander's result, while taking p = 1 and q = n = 2 in Theorem B gives Bergman's result.
The proofs of Theorems A and B will use as ''basic" domains the nonhomogeneous (if p Φ 1) domains R p (n, s) = [r?{?_D + τ\ n < 1] which we introduce in §1. There we will determine the kernel function of these domains and show that it becomes infinite of order p(n -q + 1) + g, q = % -s + 2, at the points on the boundary given by r 1(s _ 1} = 0.
Under the hypotheses of Theorem B, we will determine in §4 the boundary behavior of other domain functionals related to the kernel function K, such as the Bergman metric given by ds 2 -T^dz^dZμ, where T vμ = d 2 log K/dz u dz μ , and the scalar (pseudoconformal) invariant 1 = 1* Determination of the Bergman kernel function and its boundary behavior for the domains R p (n, s). ..oφi,* and our problem has been reduced to only a double sum. After a straightforward calculation we find
Thus,
Now if Q is a boundary point of R p (n, s) with r 1(s _ υ = 0, then by a unitary transformation in G 2 followed by a translation, we can effect an analytic change of coordinates with respect to which Q = 0 and the domain can be written as
with kernel function (obtained from formulas (2) and (0.2)):
where the α m are given in (2).
Notation.
We shall write lim^0, or sometimes simply linr 4 , to indicate a limit is being taken as z -> 0 in the set Thus from (4) 
3* Proof of Theorem B* DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose that B is a strictly (p y g)-pseudo-convex globally representable domain at Q. Suppose h is an analytic hypersurface through Q which can be represented as h = [z λ = 0] with respect to normal coordinates for B and h Π B = Q. Then we say that through Q passes the "normal" analytic hypersurf ace h lying entirely outside B. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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